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Paul Molitor lauds 'cooperation and collaboration' with Twins CBO Derek Falvey 

La Velle E. Neal | Star Tribune | October 11, 2017  

 
Their relationship began about a year ago in Cleveland. Twins manager Paul Molitor flew out to have lunch with Derek Falvey, an executive with 
the Indians who had just been hired to become the Twins’ chief baseball officer. 
 
Falvey was still working for Cleveland, which ended up losing the World Series to the Cubs in seven games. But with Major League Baseball’s 
blessing, he began planning things with his new club. And building a partnership with Molitor was one of those tasks. 
 
The state of that partnership was evident on Tuesday at Target Field as the two discussed Molitor’s three-year contract extension that will keep 
him in charge through the 2020 season. 
 
“During the course of the year,” Falvey said, “it felt like we were building that relationship.” 
 
Molitor remained as the Twins manager in 2017 at the behest of owner Jim Pohlad, completing a three-year contract. The prevailing wisdom 
was that a new regime — Falvey and General Manager Thad Levine — would bring in their own guy. Molitor admitted Tuesday that being in that 
situation was “not a totally comfortable thing,” but chasing a playoff berth made it easier to be patient. 
 
The Twins went 85-77 during the regular season, a 26-win improvement from 2016. They also became the first team to lose 100 games in a 
season then reach the playoffs the following year. 
 
Just as importantly, Molitor and Falvey jelled as a working partnership. On many gamedays, Molitor’s office door was open as reporters walked 
by. And Falvey — often with Levine — would be seen in there, examining charts or having talks with Molitor when such meetings could have 
been more private. 
 
Falvey, 34, said they didn’t always agree, but they share similar views on how to grow the organization. Molitor, 61, said the two executives 
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never “meddled with” things like lineup decisions or how he worked with the coaching staff. 
 
Pohlad said he monitored the Falvey-Molitor relationship during the season and liked what he heard. 
 
“It’s not love at first sight,” Pohlad said. “Sometimes that happens in real life, but relationships take time to build. I heard throughout out the 
year that’s the way it was going.” 
 
Working well together while making the playoffs usually means someone is getting an extension. Molitor reflected on his first meeting with 
Falvey — then-interim GM Rob Antony joined him on the trip that day — as he addressed his return for 2018 and beyond Tuesday. 
 
“There obviously has been a process in that regard,” Molitor said. “I think back to, in particular, in Cleveland last year. They were still involved 
with the postseason and we went out there and we squeezed in a lunch to kind of get things initiated. 
 
“There’s been things about the growth in the first year that have been very, very positive.” 
 
After losing to the Yankees in the wild card round on Oct. 3, the team arrived in the Twin Cities around 5 a.m. Molitor met with Falvey and 
Levine for lunch at an Edina restaurant a few hours later, when he learned they wanted him back. 
 
“I immediately expressed appreciation that was the direction they decided to go,” Molitor said. 
 
Most of the coaching staff, Molitor said, will return in 2018. The one exception is pitching coach Neil Allen, who was fired on Monday night by 
Falvey. The Twins already have started a search for a new pitching coach, and hope to have one in the next few weeks. 
 
“I feel Neil and I had a very good relationship,” Molitor said. “I consider him a very-late-in-life found friend. It’s difficult to make those calls. I 
think, collectively, we decided that we are going to try to pursue someone in that role that will help push our pitching forward.” 
 
And Molitor looks to push forward in all areas, as the Twins look for ways to build on their successful season. He will do so knowing that his 
relationship with Falvey and Levine could not be any stronger. 
 
“The three of us have agreed that now that we have been able to get over the hurdle of the first year of trying to find a way to build our 
connection that we are looking forward to the next chapter even more than the first,” Molitor said. “That’s a very positive thing that we are all 
are excited to be part of that dynamic of the three of us working together.” 
 
Surgery a possibility for Miguel Sano's injured leg 

Phil Miller | Star Tribune | October 11, 2017  

 
The Twins’ 2017 season had been over for only a few minutes when Miguel Sano made a commitment for 2018. 
 
“He was one of the first guys in my office after the final out [of the AL wild-card game]. He said he was sorry he couldn’t help us and he was 
going to come back better than ever, and he’s going to be ready to play every day,” Paul Molitor said Tuesday, a day after he signed a three-year 
contract to remain as Twins manager. “He was emotional. [The loss] was a little hard for him to watch.” 
 
The offseason may get even harder, though. Sano, sidelined for the season’s final six weeks by a stress reaction in his left shin, might require 
surgery to insert a permanent rod to help support the bone, General Manager Thad Levine said. 
 
“We’re still evaluating what the best course of action is, and our first hope would be to avoid surgery,” Levine said. “A procedure would come 
with a six-to-eight week recovery period before he could transition back into baseball activity. So we’re inclined to evaluate all other options 
first, because we have a little bit of runway to work with here.” 
 
Still, even if surgery was ultimately the course that’s chosen, Levine said he is confident that Sano, who hit a career-high 28 home runs before 
fouling a ball off his foot on Aug. 18, would be healthy again by the time spring camp opens in mid-February. 
 
“The recovery time would not preclude a clean bill of health before we arrive in Fort Myers,” Levine said. “The question we’re looking at is 
whether Miguel would be better served, particularly in the long term, by following a less invasive course of treatment.”  
 
Young guns 
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The Twins plan few subtractions to their minor league staff, Levine said, but plenty of additions — starting right at the top. 
 
Jeremy Zoll, who spent the past two seasons in the Dodgers player development department, has been hired as the new Twins farm director, 
the team announced. Zoll replaces Brad Steil, who moves to the newly created position of director of professional scouting, after five seasons in 
charge of the minor league system. 
 
“In this time of transition and change, we sought the virtue of bringing in outside perspectives. And his willingness to collaborate and learn 
stood out,” Levine said. “It’s an opportunity to tap into the best of what the Dodgers are doing. He’s had a chance to work with guys like Gabe 
Kepler and Jerry DiPoto and Scott Servais — guys with a lot of experience in player development. He’s been exposed to a lot of different 
perspectives.” 
 
The 27-year-old Zoll — “I was as shocked as you that he’s 27. Goodness sakes,” Levine joked — will be implementing new programs to help 
develop successful staff members as well as players, and to individualize instruction. “The concept of ‘one Twins way’ — the goal is a little bit 
broader. It’s a vision of being able to teach different players differently, to maximize their ability,” Levine said. 
 
The Twins fired Fort Myers manager Doug Mientkiewicz, pitching coordinator Eric Rasmussen and Rochester trainer Larry Bennese last month, 
but Levine said he doesn’t anticipate any other departures in the minor leagues. “We’ve made the changes we intended to make,” he said. 
“We’re now ready to augment our staff.” 
 
Etc. 
 
• An X-ray and a CT scan found no fracture in center fielder Byron Buxton’s ribs following his collision with the fence in Yankee Stadium last 
week. “Had we been blessed to play another round, I think he would be back on the field by now,” Levine said. 
 
• Pitchers Trevor May and Ryan O’Rourke are in Fort Myers this week to continue their recovery program from elbow surgery, and they will 
return to Florida intermittently this winter. The Twins project both being cleared to pitch by spring training. 
 
• The search has begun for a new head athletic trainer, but like other departments, more than one person will be hired. “We hope to augment 
the resources we put there,” Levine said. “Medical treatment, strength and conditioning, nutrition, mental skills — those will be a focus of ours 
this off season. One person may be designated as head trainer, but we envision that staff growing.” Longtime trainer Dave Pruemer retired from 
baseball at the end of the season. 
 
• Molitor, asked whether he believes first baseman Joe Mauer will be with the Twins for the length of the manager’s new three-year contract: 
“I’d be surprised if Joe doesn’t want to continue to play” after his contract expires after next season. “I have a little experience [that proves] 
players in their late 30s can have good years. But that’s not my call.” Mauer is entering the final year of his eight-year, $184 million contract 
signed in 2010. 
 
A big reason for Molitor's new contract: These Twins caught ball 

Patrick Reusse | Star Tribune | October 10, 2017  

 
There was a new emphasis on modern statistics and graphs when Derek Falvey, then 33, took full charge of the Twins baseball operation last 
November. Paul Molitor, then 60, was guaranteed to remain as manager for 2017, and he was willing to look at all the charts provided by the 
Falvey administration. 
 
Amid the analytics, it was an old-fashioned statistic Molitor noted that caused him to look at fielding as perhaps the most-vital area of 
improvement required for the Twins to rebound from the 59-103 disaster of 2016. 
 
“I was looking at the American League team fielding,’’ Molitor said. “And the difference in errors was eye-opening. There was less of a 
difference in total errors between the first and 14th teams in errors, than between the 14th and 15th teams.’’ 
 
Yes? 
 
“We were 15th,’’ he said. “I know it’s errors, and those are surface numbers, but having a greater gap between us and the 14th team than the 
14th team had with the No. 1 fielding team … that couldn’t be good.’’ 
 
Molitor laughed at the absurdity of that 2016 fielding performance, as he was permitted to do on Tuesday – one day after the Twins’ 
turnaround in 2017 earned him a three-year contract extension from Falvey and owner Jim Pohlad. 
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Here were the numbers in 2016: Detroit had the fewest errors with 75 and Texas was 14th with 97 errors. The Twins were 15th with 126 errors. 
There it was: 22 errors difference between first and 14th, 29 errors difference between 14th and the Twins. 
 
“Uff da,’’ I said to Molitor. 
 
“Definitely,’’ Molitor said. “Our pitching was terrible, too …. last in the league by a big margin, but if we didn’t start catching the ball, it was 
going to be that much more difficult for the pitching to improve.’’ 
 
The 2016 Twins gave up the most earned runs in the league, 814 for a 5.08 ERA, and also the most unearned runs at 75. The 2017 Twins were 
ninth in the American League with a 4.59 ERA, and half the league allowed more unearned runs than the Twins’ 56. 
 
The Twins had the second fewest errors in the league, 78, which was two more than Cleveland, and 48 fewer than in 2016. 
 
“It was more than catching the ball,’’ Molitor said. “We weren’t perfect – Eddie [Rosario] threw it to the wrong base a few too many times, for 
instance -- but most nights, we made the right plays.’’ 
 
Improved fielding was a certainty coming out of spring training, as long as Byron Buxton was in center field. Flanking him with Rosario and Max 
Kepler gave this franchise its most-athletic outfield … ever. 
 
OK, Puck, Gladden and Brunansky was very good, as was Puck, Gladden and Mack, but Buxton is a different presence in the outfield even than 
Kirby Puckett, even than Torii Hunter. 
 
The big question in Fort Myers in March was the left side of the infield. Miguel Sano turned out to be adequate at third before getting hurt. 
Eduardo Escobar was exceptional there, once Sano was hurt. 
 
The major surprise was Jorge Polanco at shortstop. “He was better than we thought he was going to be,’’ Molitor said. “I give [coach] Gene 
Glynn a lot of the credit for getting the best out of Jorge.’’ 
 
The Twins’ previous baseball operation had made the decision that Polanco was not a shortstop. He was in Class AAA Rochester for much of last 
summer, playing second base, never starting a game at shortstop. 
 
Once he joined the awful Twins of last season, Molitor put Polanco at shortstop … more out of desperation than a belief he could be an every-
day player at baseball’s second-toughest position (behind catcher). 
 
The Twins decided to go with Polanco at shortstop to start spring training. Some of the old problems still existed – getting rid of the ball, then 
responding by booting the ball while being too anxious to make a play. 
 
“He was trying to do everything perfect, everything he had been told, to prove he was a big-league shortstop,’’ Molitor said. “Gene told him, ‘Do 
what you do. Clear your head and make the plays the way you’ve made ‘em your whole life.’ 
 
“Jorge did that. There was a week or two, when he wasn’t hitting that he seemed anxious, but for the most part, he did a good  job for us. That 
was as important as anything. 
 
“You’re not going to play much better in the field without a capable shortstop. We’re all proud of what Jorge did this season.’’ 
 
One of those being, he helped his manager get a new three-year contract. 
 
Twins made the right moves with Allen, Molitor 

Jim Souhan | Star Tribune | October 10, 2017  

 
The Twins' front office decided to keep Paul Molitor (perhaps at the owners' insistence) and fire pitching coach Neil Allen. 
 
Whatever the process, I think they got this right, or at least made two  defensible moves. 
 
I've written at length about why I thought Molitor should be re-signed. And if it took ownership prodding the front office to make that move, 
that's fine. Ownership knows Molitor better than Falvey and Levine. 
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The Allen move is intriguing. I was surprised the Twins brought him back last year, after 103 losses and a DUI. 
 
I'm empathetic to those with addictions and I didn't necessarily want to see him punished, but last winter would have been a logical time for a 
new front office to make a change. 
 
The Twins finished 19th in team ERA this season. That may speak more to the existing pitching problems throuhgout the organization than 
Allen's work, but with big-league coaches it's always hard to tell where the problems begin and end. 
 
Allen seemed to do good work with Jose Berrios. Ervin Santana had his best season ever, whether Allen aided him or not. Kyle Gibson rallied late 
but still wound up with a 5.07 ERA on the season, and he was the key pitcher in the organization coming into the season. 
 
Allen also helped Molitor piece together a bullpen out of spare parts and unexpected contributors. 
 
I have no idea whether Allen should have been fired, but Falvey's expertise is in pitching and it makes sense for him to bring in someone who 
can translate his views to players. 
 
However they reached their decisions on Molitor and Allen, at least there appears to be some logic involved. 
 
------ 
 
My colleague Chip Scoggins got it right: Mike Zimmer was wrong to play Sam Bradford when he couldn't protect himself. It's that simple. 
 
And it's ``Duck, duck, goose.'' 
 
------- 
 
Check out Roy Smalley on the Twins at MNSPN.com and The Mix Sports Radio facebook page, as well as Michael Russo on hockey, John Millea 
on preps, Tim Yotter on the Vikings, Jon Krawczynski on the Lynx and Wolves and my show, SouhanUncensored, on all things Minnesota sports. 
Or subscribe via Itunes, or listen on your favorite podcast ap. 
 
Brian Dozier, Kyle Gibson thrilled Twins bringing Paul Molitor back 

Mike Berardino | Pioneer Press | October 10, 2017  

 
Twins second baseman Brian Dozier was outspoken in his support of manager Paul Molitor in the immediate aftermath of a wild-card playoff 
loss last week at Yankee Stadium. 
 
Not surprisingly, Dozier, the Twins’ nominee for the Hank Aaron Award for top hitter in the American League, was very pleased to hear Molitor 
would be retained on a new three-year contract. 
 
“Honestly I was not worried all that much about him coming back or not … because I believed we all assumed Mollie would be back,” Dozier 
wrote in an email to the Pioneer Press. “It’s good to hear they finalized the deal to bring him back. We have something special going here that 
has just scratched the surface, and having Mollie back here to be the manager of it is awesome.” 
 
Twins right-hander Kyle Gibson was encouraged as well. 
 
“I was hoping he would be brought back because what he stands for as a person is good for Twins Territory,” Gibson wrote in an email. “He has 
definitely offered great advice to me, on and off the field, and been a great mentor and manager for our team the last few years.” 
 
As for the dismissal of pitching coach Neil Allen after three years on the job, Gibson had been hopeful Allen would be brought back after helping 
him pull off a drastic midseason turnaround. 
 
“I think Neil has been good for this staff,” Gibson said. “He and (bullpen coach Eddie Guardado) were great for me to learn from and to ask 
questions about the mental side of pitching all year, especially through the struggles I had. I spent a lot of time with Neil in the ‘pen going over 
things throughout this year. He probably got tired of me talking his ear off down there after bullpens, but he never lost confidence in me, and 
for that I will always be appreciative.” 
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ZOLL HIRED 
 
The Twins now have two ex-Haverford College baseball players in their front office as Levine is joined by Jeremy Zoll, newly hired director of 
minor league operations. 
 
Zoll, 27, is a former Black Squirrels catcher who graduated in 2012. He worked in player development for the Los Angeles Dodgers the past three 
years after spending a year with the Los Angeles Angels as coordinator of advance scouting. 
 
Twins major league coach Jeff Pickler worked with him with the Dodgers, and Zoll counts the likes of Dodgers farm director Gabe Kapler, Seattle 
Mariners GM Jerry DiPoto and Mariners manager Scott Servais as mentors. 
 
“He’s got a passion for learning,” Levine said. “It’s exciting to see what the next phase of his career will be.” 
 
Zoll fills the void left by Brad Steil, the Twins’ farm director since 2013 who recently moved over to director of pro scouting. Vern Followell 
remains as Twins pro scouting coordinator. 
 
BRIEFLY 
 
— Reliever J.T. Chargois, limited to two outings at Triple-A Rochester with a stress reaction in his elbow, continues to rehab in Fort Myers. 
Surgery is not a consideration at this point. 
 
— Right-handed pitching prospects Fernando Romero (shoulder impingement) and Kohl Stewart (left knee) won’t require surgery either after 
finishing the year on the disabled list. Stewart, who turned 23 last week, must be added to the 40-man roster in November or he would be 
subject to the Rule 5 draft at the winter meetings in December. 
 
‘Still driven,’ Paul Molitor signs up for three more years as Twins manager 

Mike Berardino |Pioneer Press | October 10, 2017  
 

Paul Molitor’s decision to accept a three-year deal to continue as Twins manager probably made one person happiest of all: his 11-year-old son 
Ben, an aspiring ballplayer himself and a regular presence around the team’s clubhouse. 
 
“He’s excited,” Molitor said Tuesday at Target Field. “I mean, this is his domain down here, man. He doesn’t know how good he has it, hanging 
around a big-league clubhouse all the time.” 
 
Molitor, even at 61 and with four decades in professional baseball, views it much the same way. Walking away, even off a history-making, 26-
win turnaround that saw the Twins end a seven-year postseason drought, never entered his mind. 
 
“I’m not ready to stop working,” he said. “I still feel driven. I still feel that there’s more to accomplish.” 
 
His baseball bosses, chief baseball officer Derek Falvey and general manager Thad Levine, saw that same zeal in Molitor as they got to work with 
him closely over the past 11 months. Coming off an 85-win season and a wild-card playoff loss to the New York Yankees, they wasted little time 
inviting Molitor back as manager. 
 
The initial meeting took place around mid-afternoon on Oct. 4, roughly 10 hours after landing on the return flight from New York City. While 
there would be several twists and turns before they reached an agreement five days later, part of that delay was due to scheduling conflicts, 
Molitor said, rather than any potential deal-breakers. 
 
Parting with pitching coach Neil Allen, his hand-picked choice soon after ascending to the manager’s chair in November 2014, was a difficult but 
necessary step in hopes of making that next leap forward. It helped perhaps that Molitor saw the improvements the Twins made under first-
year coaches James Rowson and Jeff Pickler, brought in to replace hitting coach Tom Brunansky and outfield coach Butch Davis, respectively, off 
Molitor’s first coaching staff. 
 
“Changing coaches is a hard thing,” Molitor said. “You do build friendships, trust and all those type of things. I feel Neil and I had a very good 
relationship. I consider him a late-in-life found friend. It’s difficult to make those calls.” 
 
Molitor portrayed that decision as unanimous. 
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“I think collectively we decided we were going to try to pursue someone in that role that will help push our pitching forward,” he said. 
 
Shortly after Falvey called Allen, 59, on Monday with the news he would not be brought back, Molitor called as well. The emotions for both men 
were impossible to mask, especially after they weathered Allen’s May 2016 drunk-driving arrest and subsequent six-week paid suspension. 
 
“I had a wonderful conversation with Mollie,” Allen said in a phone interview. “I pointed out I can never thank (former GM) Terry Ryan and Paul 
Molitor enough for what they did for me. Mollie and I talked every day. We had a routine. We got to know each other very well. I absolutely 
loved the man. I made a great friend.” 
 
Allen, who sent staff ace Ervin Santana and since-traded closer Brandon Kintzler to the All-Star Game this year, made it clear to Molitor that 
there were no hard feelings between them. 
 
“I told him, ‘Mollie, it was wonderful working for you,’ ” Allen said. “He’s only got so much say. It’s out of his hands after it gets to a certain 
point. That’s all it is. Once you understand that’s the way it is, you move forward. Hopefully my journey doesn’t end here, and I’ll take 
everything he taught me and use it along the way.” 
 
Falvey said several times Tuesday it was his “intention” to retain the remainder of the big-league coaching staff, but that had yet to be finalized. 
Rowson, Pickler and bullpen coach Eddie Guardado are already signed through 2018, while bench coach Joe Vavra, third-base coach Gene 
Glynn, first-base coach Jeff Smith and assistant hitting coach Rudy Hernandez were working under expiring deals. 
 
Of those, Glynn is definitely expected back in 2018, according to a person with direct knowledge, and roles could be shifted slightly moving 
forward. 
 
Preliminary discussions had already taken place regarding potential pitching coach candidates. Prior coaching experience at the major league 
level could be a factor but only if Molitor views it as important. 
 
“The chemistry between those two will be tantamount,” Levine said. “We really need to collaborate with Paul and see how much that seems to 
play in because, if it’s not your right-hand man as a manager, it’s your left-hand man. They’re going to be tasked with making some of the most 
difficult in-game decisions that (Molitor) will need to make to win games.” 
 
Keeping Molitor means the Twins have still had just three managers over the past 31 seasons; Tom Kelly and Ron Gardenhire were the others. 
The Miami Marlins have had eight managers since the start of the decade. 
 
Twins say surgery is still being considered for Miguel Sano’s shin 

Mike Berardino | Pioneer Press | October 10, 2017  

 
Surgery is still being considered as a last resort for Twins third baseman Miguel Sano, who has been slow to heal from a stress reaction in his left 
shin. 
 
Now approaching two months since fouling a pitch off the area around his shin, Sano would require an eight-week recovery period should he 
undergo a procedure more common in the NFL and NBA. A titanium rod would be inserted to stabilize the tibia, which could be why it was 
deemed useful late last month to have Sano visit orthopedists Martin O’Malley and Robert Anderson, better known for their work with 
basketball and football players, respectively. 
 
“Surgery is an option there but we’re going to explore every other option before he has surgery,” Twins general manager Thad Levine said 
Tuesday at Target Field. “We have a little time there to still give him a chance to have a full offseason but we’re not going to take too much 
time. We wanted to evaluate that first.” 
 
Sano’s bulk shouldn’t be a complicating factor should the surgical option be chosen, Levine said. At 6-foot-5 and somewhere north of 270 
pounds, Sano’s physique is more akin to NBA frontcourt players and NFL defensive ends. 
 
Even if Sano avoids surgery, Twins manager Paul Molitor does not see a stint in the Dominican Winter League as a necessity, even after Sano has 
seen 30 pitches in game action since Aug. 19. 
 
“Off the top of my head I would say he doesn’t need to do that,” Molitor said. “He needs to get himself physically ready and healthy, get 
through that injury and then get himself in the best shape that he can. If he gets a full spring training of at-bats and swings, I’m not worried 
about him needing to be on the field before that.” 
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Sano, coming off his first all-star selection but unable to stay on the field in the second half, apologized to Molitor in the visitors’ clubhouse at 
Yankee Stadium after the Twins’ 8-4 loss to the New York Yankees on Oct. 3. 
 
“He was one of the first guys in my office after the final out,” Molitor said. “He said he was sorry he couldn’t help us and he was going to come 
back better than ever and he’s going to be ready to play every day. He was emotional. I think it was a little hard for him to watch.” 
 
Molitor remains hopeful Sano will be able to serve as his primary third baseman next season rather than transitioning to a full-time designated 
hitter at age 24. Projecting him for 150 games at third base, however, “might be a little high,” Molitor said. 
 
Wade, Jay among Twins' AFL standouts 

Manny Randhawa | MLB.com | October 11, 2017  

 
A quartet of Twins prospects stood out during their Arizona Fall League debuts on Tuesday with the Surprise Saguaros, who lost their season-
opener to Salt River, 4-3. 
 
Left-handers Tyler Jay and Andrew Vasquez both struck out a pair in scoreless frames, while outfielder LaMonte Wade went 1-for-3 with a 
double, and first baseman Chris Paul went 3-for-4 with two RBIs out of the cleanup spot. 
 
Jay, Minnesota's No. 8 prospect, per MLBPipeline.com, worked a 1-2-3 seventh and got both of his punchouts on called third strikes. The 23-
year-old was the sixth overall pick by Minnesota in the 2015 Draft out of the University of Illinois. 
 
Jay missed much of the 2017 season due to biceps tendonitis and a shoulder impingement. He went 3-0 with a 3.09 ERA in eight appearances 
(one start) split between the Gulf Coast League Twins (Rookie), Class A Advanced Fort Myers and Double-A Chattanooga. 
 
Vasquez followed Jay and bookended his scoreless inning with a pair of swinging strikeouts while working around a two-out double by Brewers 
prospect Lucas Erceg. 
 
A 32nd-round pick out of Westmont (Calif.) College, Vasquez has been outstanding in his three professional seasons, going 7-1 with a 1.66 ERA 
in 66 games. The 6-foot-6, 228-pound southpaw has struck out 158 batters in 108 2/3 innings, while walking 52 and posting a .196 opponents 
average. He has posted a sub-2.00 ERA at each of his four stops in the Minors over the past two seasons, ranging from rookie-level Elizabethton 
to Class A Advanced Fort Myers. 
 
Wade, the Twins' No. 17 prospect, was selected by Minnesota in the ninth round of the 2015 Draft out of the University of Maryland, and 
slashed .292/.397/.408 with seven home runs in 117 games for Double-A Chattanooga this season. He moved from rookie ball to Class A in 
2015, and from Class A to Class A Advanced in 2016. He's shown good plate discipline, walking 76 times in 519 plate appearances for 
Chattanooga. 
 
Paul, the Twins' sixth-round pick in 2015, has yet to play more than 99 games in a season since being selected out of Cal. He has spent time on 
the disabled list in each of his first three professional seasons, including two stints during each of the past two years. The 24-year-old missed 
more than two months with a left wrist sprain this year. 
 
When he was on the field this season, Paul put up career-best numbers, slashing .320/.373/.460 with four homers and 32 RBIs in 64 games, 61 
of them at Class A Advanced Fort Myers. He can play first base, third base and the outfield. 
  
Core in place, Twins to seek arms in offseason 

Rhett Bollinger | MLB.com | October 10, 2017  

 
MINNEAPOLIS -- By virtue of having such a young team, the Twins don't have any major impending free agents, and they have a solid core 
already in place that can be supplemented this offseason, especially on the pitching side. 
 
Adding starting pitching and bullpen help via free agency or trade will be the top priority this offseason for chief baseball officer Derek Falvey 
and general manager Thad Levine. The Twins could look to add two starters, and they might be on the market for a closer, with Matt Belisle one 
of their few free agents. 
 
Biggest Need 

1. Starting pitching: Right-handers Ervin Santana, Jose Berrios and Kyle Gibson are essentially the only three locks in next year's rotation, 
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and there are young candidates such as Adalberto Mejia, Stephen Gonsalves, Trevor May and Fernando Romero vying for the 
remaining two spots. But the Twins will be looking to add to that stable, and it'll be interesting to see if they acquire starting pitching 
via free agency or trade. 
 

2. Bullpen: Twins relievers combined to post the second-lowest strikeout-per-nine rate in the Majors and saw firsthand what a potent 
bullpen can do in their loss to the Yankees in the AL Wild Card Game. The Twins don't have a set closer either, and while they could 
turn to a youngster like Trevor Hildenberger, a veteran at the back end would make sense. 

 
Possible FA fits: Brandon Kintzler, Bryan Shaw, Luke Gregerson, Pat Neshek, Jake McGee, Joe Smith, Steve Cishek, Belisle. 
 

3. Right-handed bat: Positionally, the Twins are pretty much set, but could use a right-handed bat that could serve as designated hitter 
and play corner outfield or first base. Robbie Grossman has impressive on-base skills, but lacks power, while Kennys Vargas still hasn't 
put it together at the Major League level. There's not much right-handed power on the market outside of J.D. Martinez, who figures to 
be expensive, so it could come via trade. 
 

Possible FA fits: Carlos Santana (switch-hitter), Martinez. 
 
Gray area 
Backup catcher: Jason Castro was as advertised defensively, and Mitch Garver is likely to be his backup next season after an impressive year 
offensively at Triple-A Rochester. But the Twins valued the leadership of Chris Gimenez, who is set to be a free agent. They could bring back 
Gimenez or a fellow veteran backup catcher to compete with Garver in Spring Training. 
 
X-factor 
How aggressive will front office be? Coming off their postseason berth, the Twins have a chance to be contenders for years to come with their 
young team, so it'll be interesting to see how willing the front office will be to spend top dollar or trade top prospects to acquire top-end 
pitching. Falvey and Levine didn't make any major splashes in their first offseason, outside of signing Castro, but after analyzing the organization 
for a year, big changes could be in store. Payroll shouldn't be too much of an issue with the contracts of Hector Santiago ($8 million), Glen 
Perkins ($5.8 million), and Belisle ($2.05 million) coming off the books. 
 
Molitor excited about Twins' bright future 

Rhett Bollinger |MLB.com | October 10, 2017  

 
MINNEAPOLIS -- By the time the Twins wrapped up their surprising 2017 campaign that saw them reach the postseason for the first time since 
2010 with their run to the American League Wild Card Game, chief baseball officer Derek Falvey and general manager Thad Levine had already 
made up their minds. 
 
They decided to bring back Paul Molitor as manager, but they didn't want to create any distractions down the stretch and didn't talk with 
Molitor about his status until after the season. But after five days of negotiations, it became official with Molitor signing a three-year contract 
on Monday and the club hosting an informal news conference at Target Field on Tuesday. 
 
"We view this as a partnership," Falvey said. "We know Paul is a very thoughtful person. What transpired the last four or five days, we 
anticipated. We felt like as a team, with where we were in a competitive standpoint, that we'd wait until baseball was in the rearview. We 
hoped it would be later in the fall, but we felt it was the right time and were hopeful it would end with this outcome." 
 
Molitor, a candidate for the AL Manager of the Year Award, guided the Twins to a franchise-record 26-win improvement over the previous 
season, with Minnesota becoming the first team to go from losing more than 100 games to the postseason the following year. The Twins were 
also the second club to have the No. 1 overall pick and make the playoffs in the same season, joining the 2008 Rays. 
 
"This year brought a lot of positive things that we're trying to move forward in," Molitor said. "We're trying to reach our goal of being a World 
Series champion. I talked about that three years ago. I'm very grateful that with Thad and Derek throughout the year, our relationship has 
continued to grow. It's an exciting day for me and my family." 
 
Molitor tried not to think about his job status during the season, but he always wanted to return as manager. He said the negotiations went as 
planned, although a small part of it was about the coaching staff, with all but pitching coach Neil Allen being retained. 
 
"Considering it was the first year together, it was great cooperation and collaboration," Molitor said of his relationship with Falvey and Levine. 
"More often than not, things lined up, but sometimes we had things to work through. But that's fine. The one thing I was thankful for was that I 
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never felt meddled with the way I ran a game, my pitching staff and who I wanted to play. I think that's important." 
 
The 61-year-old Hall of Famer is also popular in the clubhouse, as Twins players view him as a stoic leader and endorsed him after their AL Wild 
Card Game loss to the Yankees. Molitor helped keep spirits high after the Twins were sellers at the non-waiver Trade Deadline, then bounced 
back to go 20-10 in August and take control of the second AL Wild Card spot. 
 
"It's critical," Falvey said. "When you're evaluating the situation, you want to know what the environment is like, which is why I spend so much 
time [in the clubhouse] and talk to players. Paul has the respect of the players, no question." 
 
Molitor finished third in the balloting for the AL Manager of the Year Award in 2015, including receiving two first-place votes, after leading the 
Twins to an 83-win season that had them in AL Wild Card contention until the second-to-last day of the season. But the Twins started the next 
year 0-9 en route to a Major League-worst 59-103 record. Molitor's career record is 227-259. 
 
"We're looking forward to the next chapter more than the first," Molitor said. "I think we're all excited about the dynamic of the three of us 
working together." 
 
Twins and Miguel Sano still considering surgery for his ailing shin  

Derek Wetmore | 1500 ESPN | October 10, 2017  

  
MINNEAPOLIS — The Twins are contemplating the merits of surgery to help what ails Miguel Sano and his shin. Sano missed most of the final 6 
weeks of the season — as well as the Twins’ only postseason game — with a stress reaction in his shin. 
 
Sano told a reporter after last weeks’ playoff game that he’s going to rest for a little while before deciding whether or not he needs surgery on 
the shin. A stress reaction typically doesn’t require surgery, but it’s not unheard of. The injury is typically seen as a precursor to a stress fracture. 
 
GM Thad Levine said that if Sano needs surgery, it would be to input a metal support rod in Sano’s shin. Levine said it’s a more common surgery 
in the NFL or NBA, but he also noted that Sano isn’t the typical baseball player. He’s big and powerful, with a strong arm and forceful swing. 
Sano missed the 2014 season with Tommy John surgery on his right (throwing) elbow. This surgery would not be nearly as significant. 
 
If Sano has the procedure, the recovery period might only be 6-8 weeks, which would have him back in time for spring training, barring any 
issues. Molitor said Sano was one of the first players in his office following last week’s loss to the Yankees in New York, expressing how upset he 
was that he had to miss the game while the Twins bowed out of the postseason. Indications are that Sano will not play winter ball, but is 
expected to be fully healthy by spring training. 
 
The young slugger batted .264/.352/.507 with 28 home runs and 77 RBIs. He finished the year tied with Brian Dozier for first on the Twins with a 
.361 Weighted On-Base Average. 
 
Twins start search for a new pitching coach and pitching coordinator  

Derek Wetmore | 1500 ESPN | October 10, 2017  

 
MINNEAPOLIS — With Paul Molitor’s 3-year contract now finalized, the Twins will turn their attention to replacing the ousted Neil Allen as the 
team’s pitching coach and Eric Rasmussen as the minor league pitching coordinator. Those hires could come shortly, and CBO Derek Falvey 
spoke Tuesday about the traits he’ll look for in both hires. 
 
Falvey said that the Twins have convened to put together lists of names of potential candidates, but decline more specific comment about 
whether employees on teams still in the postseason would be considered. 
 
Molitor said that it was difficult to move on from Allen, a “late-in-life-found friend” for the Twins manager. But the weak point of the Twins in 
each of Molitor and Allen’s three seasons has been the pitching staff. Part of that, without question, has been the level of talent the Twins have 
put on the mound. But the organization must also view that it can do better on the pitching side, whether that’s through acquiring better 
pitchers or through better development of the pitchers they already have. 
 
Falvey opened up Tuesday about what he’s looking for in a pitching coach, and spoke in broad terms about the need to continue the 
development process once a pitcher reaches the big leagues. 
 
“It speaks to how we view coaching across the board. There are key elements in our minds – in my mind – to a successful organization in terms 
of coaching: that’s alignment from top to bottom, Major League through scouting and amateur acquisition,” Falvey said. “We have a plan in 
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everything we do, from hitting to pitching to defense, and that there’s a Twins Way. And it’s not one way—it evolves over time. But I think that 
we want to make sure there’s alignment. 
 
“And then understanding that development continues at the Major League level,” Falvey said. “There’s a view sometimes that guys get to the 
Major Leagues and that’s the end of development and therefore they’re ready. The recognition – and we saw it this year with some young 
players – that you need to support them through some struggles and the development path for young players is not always linear. So we want 
to make sure that all our coaches embody that spirit moving forward and will continue to.” 
 
Falvey’s short list of candidates isn’t immediately clear — nor is whether they will be primarily internal or external candidates. But his hiring 
pattern over the past 11 months suggests he’ll be looking hard at candidates from outside the organization. 
 
Before he took over the Twins, Falvey worked in Cleveland, where pitching coach Mickey Callaway is widely respected. Jason Bere is the bullpen 
coach. Twins GM Thad Levine worked for the Rangers previously, where Doug Brocail is the pitching coach. Former Rangers pitching coach Mike 
Maddux now works for the Washington Nationals. 
 
The Nats and Indians are both playoff teams with high-quality pitching staffs, so there’s some doubt as to whether any coach would accept a 
lateral move. And Falvey’s hire on its own proved that a great hire doesn’t have to come from a list of popularly known candidates. How many 
fans knew James Rowson’s name before he took over as Twins hitting coach and had a productive first season? 
 
One thing Falvey mentioned is that the Twins will hold a “pitching summit,” similar to what they did last year in Fort Myers before spring 
training and after Rowson was hired. 
 
“We started a little bit of that on the pitching side [last year], not quite as formal as that hitting summit,” Falvey said. 
 
“We talked about organizational philosophies on pitching and started down some different paths this year. I would anticipate as we fill out the 
remainder of our Major League staff with the pitching coach, but also the minor leagues, we’ll have more conversations like that,” he said. 
 
Molitor happy to put uncertainty behind him, stay with Twins 

Associated Press | October 10, 2017  

 
MINNEAPOLIS — A bleary-eyed Paul Molitor walked into a season-ending meeting with executives Derek Falvey and Thad Levine less than 10 
hours after the Minnesota Twins fell to the New York Yankees in the AL wild-card game. 
 
Molitor built a Hall of Fame playing career by being able to anticipate things before they happened on a baseball diamond, but even he could 
not get a read on whether the two first-year Twins executives were there to extend him an offer to return as Twins manager or to say their 
goodbyes and wish him well. 
 
“I was back and forth on it at different times,” Molitor said on Tuesday. “I wasn’t trying to be presumptuous.” 
 
Falvey and Levine wanted to spend the entire season evaluating the baseball operations, including Molitor, who was in the final year of a three-
year contract. They vowed not to discuss contracts during the season, even after Molitor’s name emerged as a favorite for AL Manager of the 
Year while helping the Twins become the first team to qualify for the playoffs after losing more than 100 games the previous year. 
 
Molitor understood the approach, but it did not mean it was easy. 
 
“It’s not a totally comfortable thing,” Molitor said. “But I think for the most part, staying task-focused … obviously having a competitive season 
with a wild card appearance, helped keep that focus consistent without being too distracted by it. 
 
“I tried to put it on the back burner as best as I could.” 
 
The Twins qualified for the postseason for the first time since 2010. It was a short stay thanks to the loss to the Yankees, but Falvey and Levine 
saw enough through the season to extend Molitor and offer to remain as manager in that meeting last week. After a few days of negotiations, 
Molitor signed a three-year contract that runs through 2020. 
 
“I can’t commend him more for how he handled that in such a professional manner,” Falvey said. “I’m not surprised, given the relationship 
we’ve built and the person he is and how I feel about him. But it felt like, for us, the first time going through this that the right time to do it was 
after we stopped playing baseball.” 
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From the outset, the pairing of a 34-year-old whiz kid executive with a 61-year-old baseball icon who grew up in the Twin Cities appeared to be 
an interesting one. Falvey was hired by owner Jim Pohlad last winter to replace longtime GM Terry Ryan after the team lost 103 games. Pohlad’s 
only directive to Falvey and his right-hand man Levine was they had to keep Molitor as manager through the final year of his deal. 
The three had not previous relationship to build on, so they started from scratch. Falvey and Levine made frequent trips to the manager’s office 
during spring training and in the regular season, working to forge a connection to jumpstart the evaluation process. 
 
That kind of setup — a lame-duck manager, new leadership with no direct ties — often portends to a change. But the surprising success the 
Twins enjoyed and the common ground found during the countless discussions on Molitor’s turf produced a different outcome. Minnesota went 
from 59-103 last year to 85-77 this season. 
 
“During the course of the year it felt like we were building that relationship,” Falvey said. “I just don’t believe it had to be a view that there was 
our guy or my guy or otherwise. Paul’s our guy.” 
 
As engaged as Falvey and Levine were, they drew a bold line when it came to on-field decisions, which Molitor appreciated. 
 
“I’ve never felt meddled in in terms of how I ran a game, my pitching staff, who I decided to play on a given day,” Molitor said. “I was given total 
freedom to do that. And I think that’s important for a manager and his staff to have those decisions stay within the clubhouse.” 
 
The Twins did part ways with pitching coach Neil Allen, but Molitor said he expected the rest of his coaching staff to return next season. The 
Twins also announced that Jeremy Zoll, a 27-year-old from the Los Angeles Dodgers, was hired as the new director of minor league operations. 
He replaces Brad Steil, who is moving to director of professional scouting. 
 
Twins Notes: Front Office, Sano  

Steve Adams | MLB Trade Rumors | October 10, 2017  

 
The Twins announced a few baseball operations changes on Tuesday, including the hiring of 27-year-old Jeremy Zoll as the team’s new director 
of minor league operations. Brad Steil, who had previously been the team’s farm director since 2013, will now instead head up the Twins’ pro 
scouting department. Zoll has spent the past few seasons in the Dodgers organization, most recently holding the title of assistant director of 
player development. Zoll has also worked as an advance scouting coordinator with the Angels. “We’re really fortunate and excited to have him,” 
said chief baseball officer Derek Falvey of the newly hired Zoll (link via MLB.com’s Rhett Bollinger). “He came in highly recommended from the 
people he worked with and around. He’ll bring some new ideas into what we’re doing developmentally.” 
 
While it’s been suggested that surgery isn’t expected for Twins slugger Miguel Sano, GM Thad Levine said today that surgery is still an option for 
the third baseman’s ailing shin (via Mike Berardino of the St. Paul Pioneer Press). Levine painted surgery as a last resort, however, and said the 
team will explore other avenues. A decision will be made sooner rather than later though, as the procedure Sano would theoretically require 
would come with an eight-week recovery, so the Twins understandably don’t want to wait too long before making the call. Whether Sano 
requires surgery or avoids going under the knife, manager Paul Molitor said today that he doesn’t think Sano needs to play in the Dominican 
Winter League this year, per Berardino. 
 
Twins Notes: Allen, Sano  

Jeff Todd | MLB Trade Rumors | October 10, 2017  

 
The Twins have decided to part ways with pitching coach Neil Allen, as La Velle E. Neal III of the Star Tribune writes. While Paul Molitor will 
remain as the manager after inking a new deal, the organization is now on the market for a new hand to guide the pitching staff. Minnesota is 
sure to enter the offseason in search of ways to boost the productivity of its rotation after a season in which only two starters (Ervin Santana 
and Jose Berrios) turned in high-quality overall campaigns. While others showed signs at times — Kyle Gibson finished strong, for example — 
there’s clearly room to improve through both new acquisitions and internal development. 
 
In other Twins news, the organization does not presently expect Miguel Sano to require surgery to address his shin injury, Mike Berardino of the 
St. Paul Pioneer-Press reports. Though there have been some prior indications to the contrary, a surgical option would be an “extreme” 
measure and isn’t on the table at this point, per the report. Berardino adds that young reliever J.T. Chargois is also not under consideration for a 
surgical approach despite missing virtually all of the season due to elbow problems. You’ll also find some player reactions to the coaching staff 
decisions at the link. 
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County on track to pay off Target Field debt 10 years early 

Staff | KMSP | October 10, 2017  

 
MINNEAPOLIS (KMSP) - Hennepin County is still on track to pay off Target Field debt by 2027 - a decade earlier than anticipated, the board 
announced. 
 
The county invested $350 million in the construction of Target Field with proceeds from three bonds, which are payable solely from the 0.15 
percent ballpark sales tax imposed in 2006. 
 
Currently, Hennepin County has paid off $79.2 million of the bonds early. Favorable interest rates, early payments and shortening the debt have 
resulted in over $150 million of savings. 
 
The sales tax also funds extended library hours and the county’s Youth Sports Program. According to the county, since 2009, $19.6 million of 
youth sports grants have helped fund 373 projects to build or improve sports facilities and playgrounds. 
 
The funds also provide sports equipment and improved access to swimming lessons throughout the county. 
 
Eric Atherton: Twins management must go all-in for 2018 

Eric Atherton| Post Bulletin | October 11, 2017  

 
When Derek Falvey and Thad Levine raised the white flag on the Twins season in late July by trading Brandon Kintzler and Jaime Garcia, a few 
Twins veterans — Brian Dozier, most notably — publicly expressed their frustration. 
 
Dozier and his teammates got their revenge. 
 
By taking advantage of a fairly soft schedule in the season's final seven weeks, the Twins didn't merely earn a wild-card playoff berth. They also 
forced Falvey and Levine to give Paul Molitor a new contract and dramatically change their timetable for bringing a World Series championship 
to Minnesota. 
 
Going into the 2017 season, Twins fans (and the team's upper management) would have been happy with 75 wins and getting out of the 
American League Central's cellar. That would have made 2018 the year to get a winning season — probably with a new manager — and perhaps 
come close to a playoff berth, with real contention not being likely until at least 2019. 
 
But now, Twins fans and players have every right to expect Falvey and Levine to prepare for a serious title run next year — and to spend money 
as if that were the goal. 
 
Here's why. 
 
Defensively, there's no better outfield in baseball. Granted, Eddie Rosario didn't throw the ball especially well this year, but there isn't a pitcher 
in the league who wouldn't want Rosario, Byron Buxton and Max Kepler playing behind them. 
 
On the infield, Joe Mauer has become a Gold Glove-quality first baseman, and while Dozier's range is limited, he makes all the routine plays and 
more than a few great ones. Jorge Polanco made huge strides at short and should continue to improve, and while Miguel Sano remains a huge 
question mark at third, Eduardo Escobar proved to be more than capable. 
 
The Twins made just 78 errors this year, fourth-best across both leagues, despite Twins' pitchers recording the second-fewest strikeouts. Given 
the club's youth, they could be even better defensively next year. 
 
Plenty of power 
 
On offense, the sky's the limit. Minnesota was seventh in the majors in total runs this year, despite getting almost nothing from Buxton for the 
first month of the season and nothing from Sano for the final seven weeks. Minnesota's opening-day lineup next year should include seven guys 
who expect to hit at least 20 homers, with Dozier, Sano and Rosario setting their sights much higher. 
 
In other words, Minnesota should go into next year expecting to score more runs than any team not playing in tiny ballparks like Houston or 
Yankee stadium. 
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Which brings us, of course, to the pitching staff. 
 
If we take it as a given that Ervin Santana, Jose Berrios and Kyle Gibson will occupy spots in the starting rotation, then Falvey and Levine 
absolutely must sign or trade for a legitimate No. 1 starter, the kind of guy who earns at least $15 million per year and might be expected to toss 
200 innings and earn 18 wins. 
 
Unfortunately, few such hurlers will be available next year through free agency next year, so barring a blockbuster trade, the Twins will likely 
have to win a bidding war for the services of Jake Arrietta or C.C. Sabathia — long shots at best — or hope to get a bounce-back year from 
someone like Yu Darvish. 
 
No relief 
 
Then there's the bullpen. While the Twins have some promising youngsters in Trevor Hildenberger and lefty Taylor Rogers, the club lacks the 
power arms that are a necessity in today's game. Falvey and Levine can't afford to wait for free-agent leftovers -- they should pursue closer 
Wade Davis (32 saves for the Cubs) and get Kintzler back as the eighth-inning specialist. Pat Neshek, who posted a 1.59 ERA in hitter-friendly 
Colorado this year, might consider a return to Minnesota, and if so the Twins should snap him up ASAP. 
 
Is there money to spend? There should be. The 2017 payroll of $108 million was 22nd in the majors, and while several of the club's younger 
players will get a pay bump next year, Glen Perkins' $6.5 million will come off the books. And, with Joe Mauer coming into the last year of the 
deal that will pay him $23 million in 2018, the club should be able to sign at least one or two high-end free agents to multi-year deals without 
breaking the bank. 
 
The bottom line is that Minnesota is a small-market team, and as such the window of opportunity to win a championship doesn't open very 
often. Such teams need a core of young players who exceed expectations, a few steady veterans and a management team that is willing to open 
the wallet in pursuit of the guys who can turn a good team into a great one. 
 
That's what happened in 1991, when the Twins signed Jack Morris for what turned out to be the greatest one-year deal in Minnesota sports 
history. 
 
Falvey, Levine and the Pohlad family can't pretend 2017 didn't happen. It did. 
 
The schedule has changed, and the championship window is open for the Minnesota Twins. 
 
 


